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ABSTRACT - Lmear predicuve coding (LPC) parameters are widely 
used in various speech processmg applications for representing the spectral 
envelope mformation of speech. For low bit rate speech coding applications, 
it IS tmportant to quantize these parameters accurately using as few bits 
as possible wtthout sacriiicmg the speech quality. Though the vector 
quanuzers are more efficient than the scalar quantizers, their use for tine 
quantizauon of LPC information (using 24-26 bits/frames) is impeded due to 
their prohibmvely high complexity. In this paper, a split vector quantization 
approach IS used to overcome the complexity problem. Here, the LPC vector 
consisting of 10 line spectral frequencies (LSFs) is dtvided mto two parts 
and each part is quarmzed separately usmg vector quantization. Using the 
localized spectral sensttivttyproperty of the LSF parameters, a weighted LSF 
distance measure ts proposed. Using this dtstance measure, it is shown that 
the split vector quantrzer can quantize LPC information in 24 bits/frame with 
1 dB average spectral distortion and < 2% outher frames (having spectral 
distortron greater than 2 dB). 

1. INTRODUCTION 

All-pole modeltng techniques are widely used m various speech codmg 
applications for represenung the short-ume spectral envelope mformauon of 
speech. In these applications, parameters of the all-pole filter (also, known 
as the lmear predmuve coding (LPC) coefficients) are obtamed from the 
speech stgnal. typically at the rate of 50 frames/set. using the 10-m order 
LPC analysis and are quanuzed prior to their transmtssion. For low bit rate 
speech coding applications, 11 is important to quantize these parameters using 
as few bits as possible without sacrificing the speech quality. The aim of the 
present paper is to perform “transparent” quantization of LPC information 
for low bit rate speech codersi. 

Considerable work has been done in the past to develop quantization 
procedures, both scalar and vector, to represent the spectral envelope 
information with smallest numbers of bits. In the scalar quantization studies, 
dtfferent LPC parametric representaUons2 have been used. For example, 
Viswanathan and Makhoul [l] have used log area rauos (LARs) for scalar 
quantization of the LPC parameters. Gray and Markel[2] have used arc sine 
reflection coeffictents (ASRCs) for this purpose. Itakura [3] has proposed 
the lme spectral frequency (LSF) representauon which has been shown to 
be more effictent than the other representations for scalar quantization of 
LPC mformauon [4. 51. Recently. the LSF representation has been used in 
a number of studtes for scalar quantizauon of LPC information 161. These 
studies have suggested that about 32-40 bits are necessary to quantize each 
frame of LPC mformation with reasonable accuracy (i.e., with 1 dB average 
spectral dtstortton and less than 2% outlier frames having special distortion 
greater than 2 dB). 

Vector quanuzers (VQs) consider the entire set of LPC parameters as an 
enuty and allow for direct mmtmizauon of quantrzauon distortion. Because 
of this, VQs result m smaller quanuzauon distortion than the scalar quantizers 
at any given bit rate. Juang et al. 171 have studied vector quantization (VQs) 
of LPC parameters using the likelthood distortion measure and shown that 
the resulting VQ at 10 btts/frame IS comparable in performance to a 24 
bits/frame scalar quantizer. This VQ at 10 bits/frame has an average spectral 
distortion of 3.35 dB. and IS not acceptable for high-quality speech coders. 

For transparent quanuzation of LPC information, the VQ needs more bits 
to quantize one frame of speech. This means that the VQ will have a large 
number of codevectors in its codebook. Such a VQ has the following two 
problems. Firstly, a large codebook requires prohibitively large amount of 
training data and the training process can take too much of computation time. 
Secondly, the storage and computational requirements for VQ encodmg wdl 
be prohibitively high. Because of these problems, a sub-opumal VQ has to 
be used for getting transparent quantization of LPC information. Various 
forms of sub-optimal VQs have been suggested in the past which reduce 
the computational complexny and/or memory requirement, but at the cost 
of reduced performance. Known most among these are the tree-search, 
multi-stage and product-code VQs. In the literature, some studies have been 
reported for LPC quantizauon using these reduced complexity sub-optimal 
VQs. For example, Moriya and Honda [81 have used a hybnd vector-scalar 
quantizer (having a VQ m the first stage and a scalar quantizer m the second 
stage) for LPC quanuzatton. Thts quantizer can give about 1 dB average 
spectral distortion using 30-32 bns/frame. Shoham 191 has proposed a 
cascaded VQ (which is a type of product-code VQ) for LPC quanhzahon. 
In this VQ. the LPC polynomial is decomposed mto two lower order LPC 
polynomials. The decomposiuon is done by finding the roots of the LPC 
polynomial, with 6 lower frequency roots detinmg one polynomial and the 
other 4 higher frequency roots de!.inmg another polynomial. The resulung 
lower-order LPC vectors are Jointly quanttzed m an iterative fashion usmg 
the ltkelihood ratio distance measure. Thts cascaded VQ has been shown 
to provide 1.1 dJ3 average spectral distortion usmg 26 btts/frame for LPC 
quanUmtion [9]. 

In the present paper, we study another type of product-code VQ (namely, 
the split VQ) for LPC quantization. In this VQ, the LPC patameter vector 
(in some suitable parametric representation such as the LSF, ASRC or LAR) 
is split up in two or more parts and each part is quantized independently. 
Note that in the extreme case when the LPC parameter vector is split in 10 
parts, the split VQ becomes equivalent to the scalar quantizer. 

The organization of the paper is as follows. The LSF representation 
has some useful properties which make it attractive for LPC quantization, 
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especmlIy m the context of spltt VQ. These properties are described briefly 
m Section 2. A weighted LSF dtstance measure is presented in Section 3. 
In Secuon 4. it IS shown that the split VQ performs better with this weighted 
distance measure than wnh the unwetghted dtstance measure. Results of 
comparanve performance evalwon of the spin VQ with respect to the other 
LPC quanuzers reported m the literature are also presented in this secuon. 
Perceptual evaluation of the split VQ through an informal listening test is 
described m Secuon 5. Conclusions are reported m Section 6. 

2. LSF REPRESENTATION AND ITS PROPERTIES 

In this section, we detine the LSFs and describe some of their properties. 
For more details, see [4]. 

In the LP analysis of speech, a short segment of speech ts assumed to be 
generated as the output of an all-pole filter H(z) = 1 /A( z), where A( Z) IS 
the Inverse filter given by 

‘4(Z) = 1+a,+- +0,&f:-&’ (1) 

Here M ts the order of LP analysts and (a.} are the LP coeffictents. 

In order to define the LSFs. the mverse filter polynomial is used to 
construct two polynomials 

P(r) = A(,-) + Z-‘“‘+“A(r-‘), (2) 

and 

Q(Z) = A(z) - Z-(“f+‘).+l(r-‘) (3) 

The roots of the polynomtals P(r) and Q(Z) are called the LSFs. The 
polynomials P(Z) and Q(Z) have the followmg twopropemes: 1) All zeros 
of P(r) and Q(Z) lie on the unu circle, and 2) Zeros of P(Z) and Q(Z) 
are mterlaced wuh each other; i.e., the LSFs are in ascendmg order. These 
propernes help in efficient numerical computatton of the LSFs from P(Z) 

Frequency, kHz 

Fig. 1: LPC power spxhwn and assccmted LSFs for (a) vowel /a/ and (b) 
fncauve Is/. 
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Fig. 2: Effect of changing LSF on LPC power spectrum. The ongmal 
spectrum IS shown by solid line and the changed spectrum by dotted lme. 
The original spectrum has LSFs at 212,391.930, 1285. 1505.2003,2484, 
2719.3177 and 3376 Hz. (a) Change of4-thLSF from 1285Hz to 131OHz. 
and (b) Change of 8-th LSF from 2719 Hz to 2691 Hz. 

and Q(Z). It can be shown [4] that A(r) has the mnumum-phase property if 
us LSFs satisfy these two properties. Thus, the stabmty of LPC synthesis 
filter (which is an important pre-requirement for speech coding apphcations) 
can be eastly ensured by quanttzing the LPC mformation m LSF domam. 

The transformatron from LP coefficients to LSFs IS revetstble; i.e., it IS 
possible to compute exactly the LP coefficients from the LSFs. Also, smce 
the P(Z) polynomial is even and the Q(z) polynomial is odd, it is possible 
to decompose the power spectrum /.4(w)12 as follows: 

IAh)12 = [l-p(~)l2 + lQb)121/4. (4) 

We show here the LP power spectrum and the assocrated LSFs in Fig. la for 
vowel /a/ and m Fig. lb for fricattve /s/. It can be seen here that a cluster of 
(2 to 3) LSFs characterizes a formant frequency and the bandwidth of a gtven 
fo-t depends on the closeness of the correspondmg LSFs. In addtuon. 
the spectral sensitivities of LSFs are localized; i.e., a change in a given LSF 
produces a change m the LPC power specuum only in its netghborhood. 
This can be seen from Fig. 2. Here, m Fig. 2a, a change in the fourth LSF 
from 1285 Hz to 1310 Hz affects the LPC power spectrum near 1300 Hz. 
Similarly, m Fig. 2b, a change m the eighth LSF produces a localrzed effect 
m ns neighborhood m the LPC power specmtm. 

The localized spectral sensitivity property of LSFs makes them ideal 
for split VQ as the indrvtdual parts of LSF vector can be mdependenUy 
quantized without the leakage of quantlzauon distomon from one specnal 
regton to another. This property also helps m glvmg different weights to 
different LSFs m a LSF-based dtstance measure which might be useful as 
some LSFs are more important than the others (as described in the next 
sectton). Note that the other LPC representanons (such as LAR and ASRC) 
do not have these advantages as their spectral senstuvmes are not localized. 

3. WEIGHTED LSF DISTANCE MEASURE 

Selection of a proper distortion measure is the most important issue in 
the destgn and operation of a VQ. The total squared error (or, Euclidean) 
dtstance measure has been widely used in the past. In this section, we 
present a weighted Euclidean distance measure which results in better LPC 
quantization performance than the unwetghted distance measure. 
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The wetghted Euclidean distance measure d(f, ?) between the test LSF 
vector f and the reference LSF vector f is given by 

4f. i) = ‘&d,, - it,]‘, (5) 

where f, and f, are the i-m LSFs m the test and reference vector, respectively, 
and w, is the wetght asstgned to the kth LSF. It is given by 

w, = vw)l’l (6) 

where P(f) is the LPC power spectrum assoctatcd with the test vector as 
a funcuon of frequency f and P is an empirical constant which controls the 
relative weights given to different LSFs and is determmed expe.nmentally. 
A value of T equal to 0.15 has been found saUsfactory m the present study. 

In this weighted EuclIdcan distance measure, the weight assigned to a 
given LSF is proporttonal to the value of LPC power spectrum at this LSF. 
Thus, this &stance measure allows for quantizauon of LSFs in the formant 
regtons better than those in the non-fonnant regions. Also, the drstance 
measure gives more weight to the LSFs corresponding to the high-amplitude 
forrnants than to those corresponding to the lower-amplitude formants; the 
LSFs corresponding to the valleyes tn the LPC spectrum get the least weight. 
We have used this distance measure earlier for speech recognition and 
obtamed good results [ 111. 

It is well known that the human ear can not resolve differences at high 
frequenctes as accurately as at low frequencies. In order to make use of this 
property of human ear. we give more weight to the lower LSFs than to the 
higher LSFs. For this, we modify the distance measure by tntmductng an 
additional weighting term as follows: 

(7) 
,=I 

where c, IS the additional weight ass~gncd to the I-th LSF. In the present 
study, the values of {c,) are expenmentally determmed. The following 
values are found to be sausfactory: 

1 0, for 1 5 1 5 8, 
c, = 

i 

08. forr=9, 03) 
0 4 for I = 10. 

Note that m Eq. (7). the weights {w,} vary from frame-to-frame depending 
on the LF’C power spectrum, while the weights {c,} do not change from 
frame-to-frame (I.e., they are fixed). We call the distance measure defined 
by Eq. (7) as the weighted LSF distance measure. 

4. SPLIT VQ RESULTS 

In this section. the LPC quarmzatron performance of the split VQ (in terms 
of average spectral distortion and number of outliers) is studied and results 
are reported at different bit rates. The LSF vector is split here m two parts: 
the hrst part has the first four LSFs and the second part has the remammg 6 
LSFs. For mnumizmg the complextty of the spht VQ. total bus available for 
LPC quanUzaUon are divided equally to each of the two parts. For example, 
for 24 bits/frame LPC quanttzauon, each part is allocated 12 bits/frame. 

The speech data base used m this study consists of 23 mmutes of speech 
recorded from 35 different FM ramo stations. The tirst 1200 seconds of 
speech (from about 170 speakers) is used for trammg, and the last 160 
seconds of speech (from 25 speakers, different from those used for trammg) 
IS used for tesung. Speech ts lowpass filtered at 3.4 kHz and digiuzed at a 
samplmg rate of 8 kHz. A lo-th order LPC analysts, based on the stabilized 
covartance method with high frequency compensauon and error weighting 
[6], is performed every 20 ms using a 20-ms analysis window. Thus, we 
have here 6C000 LPC vectors for training, and 8000 LPC vectors for tesung. 
We ~111 refer to thus data base as the ‘FM radio’ data base. In order to avoid 
sharp spectral peaks m the LPC spectrum which may result in unnatural 
(metallic sounding) synthestzed speech, a tixed bandwtdth of 10 Hz is added 
untformly to each LPC vector by usmg a fixed bandwidth-broadening factor, 
0.996. 

In order to see the effect of weignting, we study the performance of the 

split VQ using the unweighted Euchdean distance measure and the wetghted 
Euclidean dtstance measure. The split VQ is designed by usmg the LBG 
algorithm [lo] on the tratnmg da& and its performance ts evaluated from 
the test data. Results are shown m Iable 1 for the unweighted distance 

Table 1: Spectral distortion (SD) performance of spht VQ as a funcuon of 
bit rate. using the Euclidean distance measure. 

measure, and m Table 2 for the weighted dtstance measure. We can compare 

Table 2: Spectral distortion (SD) performance of split VQ for different bit 
rates using the weighted Euclidean distance measure. 

25 
24 
23 
22 
21 
20 

these two tables and see that the weighting improves the LPC quanttzation 
performance in terms of both average spectral distortion and number of 
outliers. Effect of weighting is to reduce the bit rate by 2 bits/frame, while 
preserving the same performance. Also, it can be seen from Table 2 that 
we need here only 24 bits/frame to get transparent quaky LPC quantization 
(i.e., wnh about 1 dB average spectral distortton, < 2% outhers in the range 
2-4 dB, and no outlier with spectral distortton > 4 dB). 

In order to compare the performance of the 24 bits/frame spht VQ wnh 
that of the other LPC quantuers reported m the lnerature. we use here the 
following three quanuzers: 1) scalar quanuxers 161, 2) hybnd vector-scalar 
quanuzer [8], and 3) cascaded VQ [91. Results for these quanuzers are 
shown in ‘Mles 3.4 and 5. respectively. By comparing these tables with 
Table 2. we can see that the 24 bits/frame split VQ compares favorably with 
24-32 bits/frame scalar quantizer, 31-32 bits/frame hybnd quamixer. and 
24-26 bits/frame cascaded VQ. 

5. SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION OF 24 BITS/FRAME SPLIT VQ 

In the preceding secuons, we have shown that the 24 btts/frame spht VQ 
performs better than the other LPC quanuzers (operating at the same bit rate). 
Also, it quantizes the LFC mformatlon with transparent quahty, which has 
been quantified in the preceding sections m terms of 1 dB average spectral 
distortion, less than 2% outhers in the range 24 dB, and no outher havmg 
spectraI distortion > 4 dB. In this section, we try to show through Informal 
listening tests that the 24 bits/frame spht VQ does perform transparent 
quantizauon of LRC mformation. 

We use here the single-pulse excited LPC coder [12] to generate two 
versions of coded speech: one with unquantized LF’C parameters, and the 
other with quanuzed LPC parameters where the 24 bns/frame split VQ is used 
for quanttzation. In the single-pulse excited LPC coder, the periodic frames 
are generated through single-pulse excitauon; while for the non-periodic 
frames, the CELP-type excitatron is used, We use here this particular coder 
because quanuzauon distortion m LRC parameters 1s not compensated tn 
this coder by the excitation generation procedure, at least for the periodic 
frames. As a result, the difference between the two coded verstons of speech 
can be attributed here to the IPC quantizatton procedure. 

Subjective quality evaluauon is done here through mformal A-B com- 
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Table 3: Spectral distortron (SD) performance of different scalar quamixers 
as a funcuon of bit rate. 

r 
! Bus Pant- Av. SD Outhers (m lo) 
1 used meter (m dB) 24 dB j >4 dB 
1 36 ~ LSF 0 80 053 I 0.00 
1 36 ’ LSFD 
I 36 ASRC 

36 LAR 0 80 1.09 
32 LSF 1.10 2.46 
32 LSFD 1.05 3.13 
32 ASRC 1.04 3.30 
32 LAR 1.04 3.20 
28 LSF 1.41 9.88 
28 LSFD 1.25 1.36 
28 ASRC 1 32 9.29 
28 LAR 1.34 9.5 1 

Table 4, Spectral distortion (SD) performance of the hybnd vector-scalar 
quanuzer for different bit rates 

Bits 
used 
32 
31 
30 
28 
26 
24 

Outhe (m %) 
2-4dB >4 dB 

2.91 0.00 
3.78 0.01 
4.28 0.01 
6.19 0.04 
6.46 0.04 
11.13 0.10 

Table 5: SpecUaJ distortion (SD) performance of the cascaded VQ for 
different bit rates. 

panson tests usmg 10 listeners. SIX sentences (spoken by 3 male and 3 
female speakers) are used here for evaluation. Each comparison is done 
between the two coded versions of a sentence. All possible A-B patrs are 
generated and presented in a randomized order. Listener’s task is to prefer 
either one or the other of the two coded versions, or to indicate no preference. 
Results from these mformal tests show that difference between two coded 
versions is not sugnUicant stausucally: i.e., two versions are statistically 
mdisungmshable. From this. we conclude that the 24 bits/frame split VQ 
quantizes LPC mfonnauon with transparent quality. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we have studied quannzanon of LPC parameters using the 
spht VQ. We have presented a perceptually weighted Euclidean distance 
measure m LSF domain and shown that with respect to the unweighted 
distance measure, thus distance measure has the advantage that it reduces the 
bit rate of the splu VQ by about 2 bits/frame, while maintainmg the same 
performance. Usmg the wetghted distance measure, the split VQ requires 
24 bits/frame to achieve transparent quantizatton of LPC mformation (i.e., 
wnh 1 dB average spectral distortion, less than 2% outhers in the range 2-4 
dEl, and no outher having spectral distortton > 4 dEl.) Performance of this 
quannzer has been found to be better than that of the other LPC quamixers 
reported in the hterature. 

Complexity of the 24 bus/frame split VQ IS very high. It requires about 

40 K of memory locations and about 4 million multiplications/set (aSSuInlng 

50 frames/set as the frame rate). Complexity of this quantizercan be reduced 
by splntlng the LSF vector in more number of parts, but this Comes with 
the degradation m performance. For example, by sphtung the LSF vector 
into three parts, we can reduce the complexity by a factor of 12. but the 
transparent LPC quantiz.auon is achieved here usmg 25 bns/frame, thus. at 
the cost of mcreasmg the bit rate by 1 btt/frame. Recently, some techmques 
have been reported m lnerature [13, 141, which reduce the computanon~ 
complexity, but do not compromise in terms of performance (I.e., no increase 
in bit rate). We are currently mvesugatmg these techniques for the spltt VQ 
and will report the results later. 
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